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Market highlights

1. MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
This report covers market performance and highlights during the spring quarter of 2019
(March through May 2019). Annual figures shown on the charts in this report represent only
this three-month period for each year, unless labelled otherwise. Highlights of this spring
period are as follows:


April 2019 saw generation by wind resources (36 percent of total) outpace generation
by coal resources (28 percent of total). This is the first time this has occurred in the
market.



Net exports continued to fall during the spring period, decreasing from an average
hourly net export of 550 MW in spring 2017 to a net of zero MW in spring 2019.



Net market-to-market payments for spring 2019 were nearly $7.6 million paid to SPP.
Total payments from MISO to SPP were just over $9.6 million, while payments from
SPP to MISO were just under $2 million. This is up slightly from spring 2018 when net
payments from MISO to SPP were just over $5.6 million.



Resources were in “market” commitment status in 49 percent of all intervals, down
from 55 percent in spring 2018. Spring 2019 saw much higher levels of “outage”
status at about 23 percent, up from 15 percent in spring 2018.



Offered capacity in “self” commitment status is on a downward trend with
approximately 24 percent of commitments with this status in spring 2019, down from
30 percent in spring 2017, and 25 percent in spring 2018.



Gross virtual profits for spring 2019 averaged nearly $26 million, while gross virtual
losses averaged nearly $18 million, for an average net profit, before fees, of slightly
more than $8 million. This is an increase from about $2.4 million in spring 2018. With
fees, the average monthly net profit for spring 2019 drops to $3.6 million, which is
well above the $400,000 average monthly net profit for spring 2018.



The spring 2019 average gas price at the Panhandle Eastern pipeline of $2.14/MMBtu
was the same as spring 2018, but down from $2.70/MMBtu in spring 2017.



During spring 2019, the average day-ahead energy price was $23.71/MWh, and the
average real-time price was $22.54/MWh. These prices represent a seven percent
increase for the day-ahead market, and a ten percent increase for the real-time market
from the spring 2018 energy prices.
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Total revenue neutrality uplift for spring 2019 was just over $37 million, an increase
from $14 million in spring 2018.



Overall, real-time market congestion was higher in spring 2019 than spring 2018. In
spring 2019, nearly 40 percent of all intervals had a breach, nearly doubling from just
over 20 percent of intervals in spring 2018.



The surplus between the congestion payments and the day-ahead congestion cost for
load-serving entities shows that overall, for the TCR Year, load-serving entities fully
covered their congestion cost through the congestion hedging market.



The transmission congestion right funding for the 2018 TCR year decreased from
slightly from 2017, from 94 to 93 percent. However, the overall trend remains consist
with 94 percent for the 2016 and 2017 TCR years, and 93 percent for the 2018 TCR
year.



For the special issues section, a study of the variability in congestion hedging profits
and losses, especially among market participants who hold transmission service
entitlements, is presented.
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2. LOAD AND RESOURCES
This chapter reviews load and resources in the SPP market for the spring 2019 period. Key
points from this chapter include:


Average hourly load was down slightly from 2018. March load was much higher than
prior years; however, April and May loads were lower than 2018.



April 2019 saw generation by wind resources (36 percent of total) outpace generation
by coal resources (28 percent of total). This is the first time this has occurred in the
market.



Overall, generation by both coal resources and wind resources for spring 2019 was 32
percent of total generation. Coal generation continued to decrease, dropping from
40 percent in spring 2017, to 37 percent in spring 2018, then 32 percent in spring
2019. Wind generation continued to increase, from 27 percent in spring 2017, to 28
percent in spring 2018, then 32 percent in spring 2019.



Wind generation capacity at the end of May 2019 was 21,400 MW. This is up 30
percent from 16,400 MW at the end of May 2017.



In the real-time market, gas resources set prices most frequently at 52 percent of all
intervals. Coal resources were next at 25 percent and wind resources were price
setting during 21 percent of all intervals.



Net exports continued to fall during the spring period, decreasing from an average
hourly net export of 550 MW in spring 2017 to a net of zero MW in spring 2019.



Net market-to-market payments for spring 2019 were nearly $7.6 million paid to SPP.
Total payments from MISO to SPP were just over $9.6 million, while payments from
SPP to MISO were just under $2 million. This is up slightly from spring 2018 when net
payments from MISO to SPP were just over $5.6 million.

2.1 LOAD
The average hourly load for each month is shown in Figure 2—1 below.
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Figure 2—1

Load and resources

Average hourly load
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Average hourly load was higher in March 2019 compared to March 2018, while load in April
and May 2019 was lower than 2018. Overall, the hourly average load for spring 2019 was just
over 27,000 megawatts, which was down nearly three percent from spring 2018.
Heating and cooling degree days are used to estimate the impact of actual weather
conditions on energy consumption as shown in Figure 2—2 and Figure 2—3.
Figure 2—2

Heating degree days, SPP footprint
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Figure 2—3

Load and resources

Cooling degree days, SPP footprint
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Heating degree days for March 2019 were higher than the prior year, and was a primary
driver for higher load in that month, as shown in Figure 2—1. Lower than prior year cooling
degree days in May 2019 helped account for lower loads in that month.

2.2 RESOURCES
Total monthly generation, broken down by technology type of resources, is shown below in
Figure 2—4. The “renewable” category includes biomass and other renewable resources (not
including wind, solar, and hydro resources), while the “other” category includes fuel oil and
miscellaneous resources.
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Figure 2—4

Load and resources

Generation by technology type, real-time
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Overall generation levels were down just under four percent from spring 2019 to spring
2018. This nearly matched the decrease in load during that same period, as shown in Figure
2—1. Figure 2—5 below shows the percentage of total generation attributed to each
technology type.1
Figure 2—5

Generation by technology type, real-time by percent
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Only the most prevalent technology types are shown in this figure. This chart does not include solar,
renewable, hydro, and other resources.
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Generation by coal resources as a percentage of total generation continues to decrease,
dropping from 40 percent in spring 2017, to 37 percent in spring 2018, and to 32 percent in
spring 2019. Wind generation climbed from 28 percent in spring 2017, to 29 percent in
spring 2018, and to 32 percent in spring 2019. In fact, in April 2019, wind generation
accounted for 38 percent of total generation, compared to coal generation accounting for 28
percent of total generation. This is the first month that wind as a percent of total generation
has exceeded coal as a percent of total generation. In May 2019, wind generation exceeded
coal as well, but only by less than one percent.
Figure 2—6 shows wind capacity (nameplate in megawatts) along with the wind capacity
factor. Note that the wind capacity figure is reported as of month-end, while the capacity
factor is reported for the entire month.2
Wind capacity and capacity factor
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Wind capacity in the footprint continues to grow steadily, with nameplate wind capacity
increasing from just under 18,000 MW at the end of March 2018, to just above 21,000 MW at
the end of May 2019.
The wind capacity factor in the real-time market dropped from 46 percent in spring 2018 to
39 percent in spring 2019, while the day-ahead wind capacity factor dropped from 38
percent to 32 percent during the same period. Increased wind capacity along decreased

2

Wind resources may be considered in-service, but not yet in commercial operation. In this situation,
the capacity will be counted but the resource may not be providing any generation to the market.
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wind generation as a meteorological conditions drove this drop in capacity factor. The
spread between the real-time and the day-ahead wind capacity indicates a disconnect in the
amount of wind in the real-time market, compared to the cleared wind in the day-ahead
market.
Figure 2—7 and Figure 2—8 show the technology types of marginal units in both the real-time
and day-ahead markets. Marginal units set the locational marginal price in each hour in the
day-ahead market and each five-minute interval in the real-time market. One important
distinction is that virtual transactions can be marginal in the day-ahead market, but are not
included in the real-time market and, thus, cannot set the real-time price. During congested
periods, the market is effectively segmented into several sub-areas, each with its own
marginal resource(s). During non-congested periods, one resource sets the price for the
entire market, thus that resource is marginal for the interval. When there is congestion, there
can be more than one marginal unit during an interval within a particular sub-area.
Figure 2—7

Technology on the margin, day-ahead
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In the day-ahead market, coal resources were the marginal technology type in about 19
percent of intervals in spring 2019. Virtual transactions set prices in 36 percent of intervals,
while gas combined-cycle and simple-cycle resources set prices in 11 percent and 17
percent, respectively. Wind resources set prices in the day-ahead market in 17 percent of
intervals in spring 2019, compared to just nine percent of intervals in spring 2018.
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Figure 2—8

Load and resources

Technology on the margin, real-time
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In the real-time market, the major technology types all set prices in a range between 21 and
29 percent of intervals. Gas simple-cycle resources were highest at 29 percent of all intervals,
followed by coal resources at 25 percent, gas combined-cycle resources at 23 percent, and
wind resources at 21 percent of all intervals. Although the wind capacity factor was down
from spring 2018 to spring 2019, wind resources set prices 21 percent of all real-time
intervals in spring 2019, compared to 18 percent in spring 2018.

2.3 EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS
The SPP Integrated Marketplace has more than 6,000 megawatts of AC interties with MISO to
the east, 810 megawatts of DC ties to ERCOT to the south, and over 1,000 megawatts of DC
ties to WECC to the west. Additionally, SPP has over 1,500 megawatts of interties with the
Southwestern Power Administration (SPA) in Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, and over
5,000 megawatts of AC interties the Associated Electric Cooperative (AECI) in Oklahoma and
Missouri.
Figure 2—9 shows average hourly imports and exports across the SPP system.
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Figure 2—9

Load and resources

Exports and imports, SPP system
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SPP has typically been a net exporter in real time, however in May 2019, SPP was a net
importer. This can primarily be attributed to a decline in net exports for the spring period,
with an average hourly net export of 547 MW in spring 2017, decreasing to 225 MW in spring
2018, and then dropping to a net of zero MW in spring 2019. Generally, SPP exports follow
the wind production curve for the day. The decrease in exports and increase in imports can
be partially attributed to lower prices in neighboring areas, as well as lower wind production
in the SPP market. Typically, as wind generation increases, exports increase.
SPP began the market-to-market (M2M) process with MISO in March 2015. The market-tomarket process under the joint operating agreement allows the monitoring and nonmonitoring RTOs3 to efficiently manage market-to-market constraints by exchanging
information (shadow prices, relief request, control indicators, etc.) and using the RTO with the
more economic redispatch to address flows.
Each RTO is allocated property rights on market-to-market constraints. These are known as
firm flow entitlements (FFE), and each RTO calculates its real-time usage, known as market
flow. RTOs exchange money (market-to-market settlements) for redispatch based on the
non-monitoring RTO’s market flow in relation to its firm flow entitlement. The non-monitoring
RTO receives money from the monitoring RTO if its market flow is below its firm flow

3

The RTO which manages the most limiting element of the constraint is the monitoring RTO. In most
cases, the monitoring RTO has most of the impact and resources that provided the most effective
relief of a congested constraint.
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entitlement. The non-monitoring RTO pays the monitoring RTO if its market flow is above its
firm flow entitlement.
The total monthly market-to-market payments are shown in Figure 2—10, while the market-tomarket payments by flowgate for the spring period are shown in Figure 2—11.
Figure 2—10 Market-to-market, monthly
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Payments are predominantly from MISO to SPP for most of year, with the exception of the
summer. For the spring period, market-to-market payments paid to SPP were just over $9.6
million, while total payments from MISO to SPP were just over $2 million, for a net paid to SPP
of nearly $7.6 million.
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Payments/receipts ($ millions)

Figure 2—11 Market to market, by flowgate
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Two flowgates had market-to-market payments over $1 million from MISO to SPP in spring
2019. These flowgates were RAUTEKRAUFTC (Raun-Tekamo 161kV [MEC-OPPD] for the loss
of Fort Calhoun-Raun 345kV [OPPD-MEC)], and NEORIVNEOBLC (Neosho-Riverton 161kV
[WR-EDE] for the loss of Neosho-Blackberry 345kV [WR-AECI], which is part of a frequently
constrained area).
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3. UNIT COMMITMENT AND DISPATCH PROCESSES
This chapter reviews unit commitment and dispatch processes in the SPP market for the
spring 2019 period. Key points from this chapter include:


Resources were in “market” commitment status in 49 percent of all intervals, down
from 55 percent in spring 2018. Spring 2019 saw much higher levels of “outage”
status at about 23 percent, up from 15 percent in spring 2018.



Offered capacity in “self” commitment status is on a downward trend with
approximately 24 percent of commitments with this status in spring 2019, down from
30 percent in spring 2017, and 25 percent in spring 2018.



Cleared virtual demand bids as a percent of load in spring 2019 were virtually
unchanged at eight percent, while cleared virtual supply offers as a percent of load
climbed from 10 percent to 12 percent from spring 2018 to 2019.



While virtual demand bids and supply offers by resource/load owners has remained
negligible over time, both demand bids and supply offers by financial-only
participants have increased from spring 2017 to 2019.



Overall profit from virtual transactions at the resource level tripled from spring 2018 to
2019.



Gross virtual profits for spring 2019 averaged nearly $26 million, while gross virtual
losses averaged nearly $18 million, for an average net profit, before fees, of slightly
more than $8 million. This is an increase from about $2.4 million in spring 2018. With
fees, the average monthly net profit for spring 2019 drops to $3.6 million, which is
well above the $400,000 average monthly net profit for spring 2018.

3.1 UNIT COMMITMENT
Figure 3—1 shows the real-time average peak hour capacity overage.4 SPP calculates the
amount of capacity overage required for the operating day to ensure that unit commitment is

4

The calculation for real-time average peak hour capacity overage is: economic maximum – load – net
scheduled interchange – (regulation up + spinning reserves + supplemental reserves). Capacity
from wind generation is not included in the economic maximum. Only capacity from traditional fuel
resources is included in this calculation.
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sufficient to reliably serve load in real time while maintaining the operating reserve
requirements.
Figure 3—1

Peak hour capacity overage, real-time average
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The average peak hour overage for spring 2019 was just over 3,000 MW, down from about
3,600 MW in spring 2018, and down from 3,200 MW in spring 2017.

3.2 GENERATION SCHEDULING
The day-ahead market provides market participants with the ability to submit offers to sell
energy, regulation-up service, regulation-down service, spinning reserves, and supplemental
reserves, and/or to submit bids to purchase energy. The day-ahead market co-optimizes the
clearing of energy and operating reserve products out of the available capacity. All dayahead market products are traded and settled on an hourly basis.
Participation in the day-ahead market tends to be robust for both generation and load in the
market. Load-serving entities consistently offered generation into the day-ahead market at
levels in excess of the requirements of the limited day-ahead must-offer obligation.
Participation by merchant generation—for which no such obligation exists—was comparable to
that of the load-serving entities.
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Figure 3—2 shows the percentage of capacity5 in the day-ahead market for the “market,”
“self,” and “outage” commitment statuses. “Reliability” and “not participating” are other
statuses that are available, but the total of those statuses typically average around five to six
percent on a monthly basis.
Figure 3—2

Day-ahead comparison of commitment status
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“Market” commitment status in spring 2019 was 49 percent of all intervals down from 54
percent in spring 2018. Spring 2019 saw much higher levels of “outage” status at about 23
percent, which partially accounted for the decrease in market status during the period.
Offered capacity in “self” commitment status is on a downward trend with approximately 24
percent of commitments with this status in spring 2019, down from 30 percent in spring 2017
and 25 percent in spring 2018.
While we view the reduction of self-committed offers as a positive trend, we continue to
encourage market participants and the RTO to find ways to enhance market efficiencies and
reduce self-commitment.
Figure 3—3 shows online capacity commitment as a percent of demand.

5

All resources, including wind, are included at nameplate capacity.
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Figure 3—3

Unit commitment and dispatch processes

Online capacity as a percent of demand
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The capacity commitment as a percent of demand for the past three spring seasons has
ranged from around 118 percent in spring 2019, to just over 120 percent in spring 2018.
Some factors that contribute to lower levels of online capacity are fewer self-committed coal
plants and the continued growth of wind capacity and generation. Lower online capacity
levels may be a result of market participants and market operators adjusting to changes in
market conditions.

3.3 VIRTUAL TRADING
Virtual trading in the day-ahead market aims to facilitate convergence between the dayahead and real-time prices, while helping to improve the efficiency of the day-ahead market
and moderate market power. Virtual transactions scheduled in the day-ahead market are
settled in the real-time market.
Virtual demand bids are profitable when the real-time energy price is higher than the dayahead price. Virtual supply offers are profitable when the day-ahead energy price is higher
than the real-time price.
The following figures show both cleared and uncleared virtual demand bids (Figure 3—4) and
supply offers (Figure 3—5).
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Figure 3—4
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As these figures show, virtual supply offers continue to steadily increase for both offered and
cleared transactions. However, cleared demand bids for the spring 2019, dropped about
four percent from spring 2018, while uncleared demand bids were up nearly 14 percent in
that same period.
Cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load are shown in Figure 3—6.
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Cleared virtuals as percent of load

Figure 3—6

Unit commitment and dispatch processes

Cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load
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For the spring period, total cleared virtual transactions as a percent of load were around 20
percent in 2019, up from 19 percent in 2018 and 15 percent in 2017.
Generally, market participants with physical assets (resources and/or load) place virtual
transactions in order to hedge physical obligations. In contrast, financial-only market
participants generally place virtual transactions to arbitrage prices.
Figure 3—7 and Figure 3—8 show virtual transactions by participant type, either financial-only
entities, or entities with resources and/or load. These figures show that financial-only market
participants place the vast majority of virtual transactions.
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Figure 3—7

Unit commitment and dispatch processes

Virtual demand bids by participant type
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Virtual supply offers by participant type
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Virtual supply offers by financial-only participants continued to steadily increase; however,
demand bids for financial-only participants decreased by nearly nine percent from spring
2018 to spring 2019. While the number of virtual demand bids and supply offers by
resource/load owners has remained negligible over time, both demand bids and supply
offers by financial-only participants have increased from spring 2017 to 2019. This has
contributed to the overall increase in virtual transactions.
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Virtual transactions can be made at hubs, interfaces, loads and resources, as shown in Figure
3—9.
Figure 3—9

Virtual transactions by location type, megawatts
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The great majority of virtual transactions are made at resources (primarily wind resources),
with spring 2019 about two percent below spring 2018 levels. Historically, participants have
placed the fewest virtual transactions at external interfaces and hubs. Virtual transactions at
load locations overall are still much lower than virtuals at resources, but have been increasing
gradually.
As with the volume of virtual transactions, the majority of the profits (before fees), shown in
Figure 3—10, from virtual transactions are derived from resource locations.
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Figure 3—10 Virtual transactions by location type, profit/loss
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Overall profit from virtual transactions at the resource level tripled from spring 2018 to 2019.
Profits from virtual transactions at hubs and loads both increased slightly from spring 2018 to
2019, while profits at interfaces dropped slightly.
Overall profit and loss from virtual transactions, both before and after fees, is shown in Figure
3—11.
Figure 3—11 Virtual transactions, profit/loss (before and after fees)

Gross virtual profits for spring 2019 totaled nearly $77 million, while gross virtual losses
totaled just of $53 million, for a net profit before fees of just over $23 million. This is an
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increase from about $7 million in spring 2018, and $16 million in spring 2017. Net virtual
profits after fees for spring 2019 were nearly $11 million, compared to just over $1 million in
spring 2018, and just over $9 million in spring 2017.
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4. PRICES
This chapter reviews prices in the SPP market for the spring 2019 period. Key points from
this chapter include:


The spring 2019 average gas price at the Panhandle Eastern pipeline of $2.14/MMBtu
was the same as spring 2018, but down from $2.70/MMBtu in spring 2017.



During spring 2019, the average day-ahead energy price was $23.71/MWh, and the
average real-time price was $22.54/MWh. These prices represent a seven percent
increase for the day-ahead market, and a ten percent increase for the real-time market
from the spring 2018 energy prices.



While the percent of price divergence and average divergence both decreased from
spring 2018 to 2019, absolute price divergence increased from $9.49/MWh to
$13.17/MWh.



The areas with highest prices in the footprint for the spring are concentrated in two
areas – the southeast portion of the SPP footprint and northwest Kansas. The lowest
prices in the footprint for the spring were in south-central Kansas.



The spread between the trading hub prices continues to narrow, from a nearly
$12/MWh difference in spring 2017, down to about $1/MWh difference in spring
2019.



Negative price intervals in the real-time market climbed from five percent of intervals
in spring 2018, up to eight percent of intervals in spring 2019. This is still below the
11 percent of intervals with negative prices in spring 2017.



While intervals with mitigation have increased slightly year-over-year, overall levels of
mitigation remain low.



Total revenue neutrality uplift for spring 2019 was just over $37 million, an increase
from $14 million in spring 2018.

4.1 MARKET PRICES
Historically, gas and electricity prices have been highly correlated in the SPP market.
Workably competitive electricity markets are expected to see highly correlated gas costs and
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electricity prices in general. Although this correlation is generally observed over time, some
periods exhibit divergence.
Electricity and gas prices
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Following a six month period of gas prices at the Panhandle Eastern hub being over
$2.50/MMBtu, the gas price in April and May 2019 was $1.82/MMBtu and $1.88/MMBtu,
respectively. The spring average gas price was unchanged from spring 2018 to spring 2019,
at $2.14/MMBtu. During several days of the spring period, areas in the Permian Basin
experienced negative gas prices.
During spring 2019 the average day-ahead energy price was $23.71/MWh, and the average
real-time price was $22.54/MWh, as shown in Figure 4—1. These prices represent a seven
percent increase for the day-ahead market, and a 10 percent increase for the real-time
market from the spring 2018 energy prices. This increase can primarily be attributed to more
congestion in spring 2019, compared to the previous year.
Implied heat rate shows the relative efficiency of generation required to cover the variable
costs of production, given system prices. Figure 4—2 shows the implied heat rate for the
spring period for the past three years.
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As the figure above shows, the implied heat rates for has climbed steadily for the spring
period. With the low gas prices in April and May 2019, the implied heat rate for each of those
months was over 12,000 Btu/KWh, leaving the average for the spring at around 10,500
Btu/KWh.
Figure 4—3 shows the day-ahead to real-time price divergence at the SPP system level. Price
divergence is calculated as the difference between day-ahead and real-time prices, using
system prices for each five-minute (real-time) or hour (day-ahead) interval. Price divergence
percent is calculated as the day-ahead price minus the real-time price, divided by the dayahead price. The absolute divergence is calculated by taking the absolute value of the
divergence for each interval.
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While the divergence percent (green line) and average divergence (dashed blue line) both
dropped from spring 2018 to spring 2019, absolute divergence (dark purple line) increased
from $9.49/MWh to $13.17/MWh. This increase can primarily be attributed to volatility due
to wind.
Overall price patterns between the day-ahead and real-time markets are similar, as shown on
the price contour map below in Figure 4—4. Blue represents lower prices, while yellow and
red represent higher prices. Significant color changes across the map signify constraints that
limit the transmission of electricity from one area to another.
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Prices

Price map, spring (all hours)

Lower prices are typically more prevalent in the west-central part of the footprint due to
abundant low-cost wind generation in that area. However, this can change due to localized
congestion and outages. The areas with highest prices in the footprint for the spring are
concentrated in two areas – the southeast portion of the SPP footprint and northwest Kansas.
The lowest prices in the footprint for the spring were found in south-central Kansas.
Congestion in these areas contributed to the high and low prices is discussed in Chapter 5 of
this report.
Figure 4—5 and Figure 4—6 display average prices paid by load-serving entity for the spring
period and the last twelve months.
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Price by load-serving entity, spring
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Spring period average prices were the highest in the People’s Electric Cooperative, Empire
District Electric, City of Carthage, and City of Springfield. This can primarily be attributed to
the congestion in the southeast portion of the SPP footprint. Average prices were lowest for
entities located in western Kansas.
Figure 4—6

Price by load-serving entity, rolling 12 month
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Over the past 12 months, overall prices in the day-ahead and real-time markets were almost
identical. For this period, entities in the southeast portion of the footprint still saw the highest
prices overall, while entities in western Kansas saw the lowest prices overall. As with the
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spring period, high prices for the past year in southeast section of the footprint can be mostly
attributed to congestion in the area, along with some external impacts. Western Kansas has
abundant low-cost generation, primarily wind. Typically, entities in that portion of the SPP
footprint see some of the lowest prices overall.
Figure 4—7 shows monthly average day-ahead and real-time prices for the SPP North and SPP
South trading hubs. A trading hub is a settlement location consisting of an aggregation of
price nodes for financial and trading purposes.
Figure 4—7

Trading hub prices
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Because of an abundance of lower-cost generation in the northern part of the SPP footprint,
historically prices at the North hub have typically been lower than the South hub. However,
this has changed in the past two spring periods. In spring 2018, North hub price exceed the
South hub by $1.29/MWh, while in spring 2019, North hub exceed the South hub by
$1.83/MWh. This is contrast to spring 2017, when the South hub price exceeded the North
hub price by nearly $11/MWh. The convergence of North and South hub prices in the past
two years is likely attributable to transmission additions over the last few years that have
decreased congestion and increased the ability of power to flow throughout the SPP
footprint.
While negative prices are a legitimate market outcome, negative price intervals can be
caused by many different factors, including high amounts of wind generation, selfcommitment of resources in the day-ahead market, and external impacts.
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Figure 4—8
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Negative price intervals, day-ahead
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In spring 2018, less than one percent of asset owner intervals6 in the day-ahead market had
prices below zero. However, in spring 2019, that amount doubled to two percent of asset
owner intervals.
Typically, the frequency of negative price intervals in the real-time market is about two to
three times that of the day-ahead market, see Figure 4—9.

6

Asset owner intervals are calculated as the number of asset owners serving load that are active in an
interval. For example, if there 60 asset owners active in one five minute interval throughout an entire
30 day month, the total asset owner intervals would be 518,400 for the month (60 asset owners * 288
intervals per day * 30 days).
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Figure 4—9

Prices

Negative price intervals, real-time
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Spring 2019 had about eight percent of all asset owner intervals in the real-time market with
negative prices, compared to just over four percent in spring 2018. A main factor in causing
the frequency of negative prices to rise from spring 2018 to spring 2019 is an increase in
wind generation.

4.2 OPERATING RESERVE MARKET
The following figures (Figure 4—10 through Figure 4—13) show marginal clearing prices for
the four operating reserve products: (1) regulation-up, (2) regulation-down, (3) spinning
reserve, and (4) supplemental reserve. The regulation products are used to ensure the
amount of generation matches load on a subinterval basis. Generators respond to regulation
instructions in seconds. Spinning and supplemental products are reserved for contingency
situations and respond to instructions within ten minutes.
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Figure 4—10 Regulation-up prices
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Figure 4—11 Regulation-down prices
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Regulation-up in real-time and day-ahead and regulation mileage all climbed from spring
2018 to 2019. Market clearing prices for regulation-down in the real-time market and
mileage both climbed from spring 2018 to 2019, while regulation down in the day-ahead
market dropped in the same period.
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Figure 4—12 Spinning reserve prices
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Figure 4—13 Supplemental reserve prices
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Marginal clearing prices for both spinning and supplemental reserves rose in both the dayahead and real-time markets from spring 2018 to 2019. Prices for real-time supplemental
reserves climbed quite a bit, with a spring 2019 average of $2.17/MW.

4.3 MITIGATION
SPP uses an automated conduct and impact mitigation approach to address potential market
power abuse. SPP resources’ incremental energy, start-up, no-load, and operating reserve
offers are subject to mitigation for economic withholding.
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Mitigation frequency varies across products in the SPP market. Figure 4—14 shows the
frequency of mitigation of incremental energy, operating reserves, and no-load costs in the
day-ahead market.
Figure 4—14 Mitigation frequency, day-ahead market
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Mitigation frequency in energy, operating reserves, and no-load in the day-ahead market
remains low, totaling less than 0.4 percent of resource hours mitigated in spring 2019 in each
month.
For the real-time market, the mitigation of incremental energy is shown in Figure 4—15.
Figure 4—15 Mitigation frequency, real-time market
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Mitigation frequency in the real-time market remains at very low levels as well, with less than
0.01 percent of resource intervals mitigated in real-time in each month.
Figure 4—16 shows the mitigation of start-up offers for different commitment types.
Figure 4—16 Mitigation frequency, start-up offers
Percent of start-up offers mitigated
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The overall level for mitigation of start-up offers remains at around two percent for spring
2017 through 2019.

4.4 UPLIFT
A make-whole payment (uplift) is paid to a generator when the market commits a generator
with offered costs exceeding the realized market revenue from providing energy and
ancillary services for the commitment period. The day-ahead make-whole payment (Figure
4—17) applies to commitments from the day-ahead market. Day-ahead make-whole
payments are typically less frequent and smaller in magnitude than those in the real-time
market.
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Figure 4—17 Make whole payments, day-ahead
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Typically, most day-ahead make-whole payments are attributed to coal and gas resources.
Compared to the previous year, spring 2019 day-ahead make-whole payments were about
three percent lower, at around $6.7 million.
The reliability unit commitment (RUC) make-whole payment (Figure 4—18) applies to
commitments made in the day-ahead RUC, intra-day RUC processes, short-term RUC, and
manual commitments. The majority of the reliability unit commitment make-whole payments
are paid to gas resources, and more specifically gas simple-cycle resources.
Figure 4—18 Make whole payments, reliability unit commitment
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Spring 2019 monthly real-time make-whole payments totaled nearly $19 million, up from
around $8 million in spring 2018 and about $10 million in spring 2017. This increase can
mostly be attributed to an increase in capacity commitments during the spring months.
The make-whole payment distribution charge, as shown in Figure 4—19, is applied to asset
owners that receive benefits from units committed in the day-ahead and real-time markets.
The day-ahead make-whole payment distribution amount is an hourly charge or credit based
on a daily allocation. The total of all make-whole payments paid to generation resources is
spread among all load according to the ratio of the withdrawals relative to a specific market.
For the day-ahead market, the distribution rate is the sum of all day-ahead market makewhole payments for the day, divided by the total day-ahead market withdrawals. In contrast,
for the real-time market, the distribution rate is the sum of real-time make-whole payments
for the day divided by the total real-time market deviation from day-ahead schedules.
Figure 4—19 Make whole payment distribution rate
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Although the real-time distribution rate has varied from period to period, the overall level for
spring 2019 remains low at just under $1.50/MWh. The day-ahead distribution rate remains
steady in the past three spring seasons, averaging around $0.10/MWh.
Revenue neutrality uplift (RNU), shown in Figure 4—20, ensures settlement payments/receipts
for each hourly settlement interval equal zero. Positive revenue neutrality uplift indicates that
SPP receives insufficient revenue and collects from market participants. Negative revenueneutrality uplift indicates where SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to
market participants.
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Figure 4—20 Revenue neutrality uplift
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amounts shown are from the latest available settlement data and are subject to change due to resettlements

Total revenue neutrality uplift for spring 2019 was nearly $37 million, an increase from
around $14 million in both spring 2017 and 2018. This was primarily due to increased realtime congestion payments in April and May.
The all-in cost, shown in Figure 4—21 includes the cost of energy, day-ahead and real-time
reliability make-whole payments (uplift), operating reserves costs, reserve sharing group
costs, and payment to demand response resources.7 The cost of energy includes all of the
shortage pricing components.

7

Reserve sharing group costs and demand response costs are included in the all-in price, however
costs for both of those items are zero.
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Figure 4—21 All-in cost
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Generally, the energy cost in the SPP market constitutes around 98 percent of the all-in cost,
showing that uplift makes up a very small portion of the total cost incurred by market
participants. Since all-in cost primarily consists of energy, the seasonal pattern mirrors that of
the SPP energy cost shown in Figure 4—1. The increase in all-in costs were driven primarily by
increased congestion, as well as outages, in spring 2019.
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5. CONGESTION AND TRANSMISSION CONGESTION
RIGHTS MARKET
This chapter reviews congestion and transmission congestion rights in the SPP market for the
spring 2019 period. Key points from this chapter include:


The most congested flowgate was found in north-central Oklahoma — TMP175_24736
(Braman-Newkirk Tap 69kV for the loss of Hunter-Woodring 345kV).



Overall, real-time market congestion was higher in spring 2019 than spring 2018. In
spring 2019, nearly 40 percent of all intervals had a breach, nearly doubling from just
over 20 percent of intervals in spring 2018.



The surplus between the congestion payments and the day-ahead congestion cost for
load-serving entities shows that overall, for the TCR Year, load-serving entities fully
covered their congestion cost through the congestion hedging market.



For the 2018 TCR year, ended in May 2019, 72 percent of participants received
positive net revenues, while 28 percent of participants held hedges that did not cover
their day-ahead congestion costs.



The transmission congestion right (TCR) funding for the 2018 TCR year decreased
from slightly from 2017, from 94 to 93 percent. However, the overall trend remains
consist with 94 percent for the 2016 and 2017 TCR years, and 93 percent for the 2018
TCR year.



Auction revenue rights (ARR) remain overfunded for the 2018 TCR year. However, the
overfunding has continued on a downward trend, from 182 percent in the 2016 TCR
year, to 158 percent in the 2017 TCR year, and to 133 percent in the 2018 TCR year.

5.1 CONGESTION
The impact of a constraint on the market is represented by its shadow price, which reflects
the magnitude of congestion on the path represented by the flowgate. The shadow price
indicates the marginal value of an additional increment of relief on a congested constraint in
reducing the total production costs. This is the marginal congestion component of the
energy price. Congestion by shadow price for the spring period is shown in Figure 5—1,
while congestion by shadow price for the rolling 12-month period ending May 2019 is shown
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in Figure 5—2. Areas of the footprint experience varying congestion, which is caused by
many factors, including transmission bottlenecks, transmission and generation outages
(planned or unplanned), weather events, and external impacts.
Congestion by shadow price, spring
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Figure 5—1

Real-time average shadow price
Day-ahead average shadow price
Real-time percent intervals congested
Day-ahead percent intervals congested
TMP175_24736 Braman-Newkirk Tap 69kV ftlo Hunter-Woodring 345kV (OKGE)
TMP109_22593* Stonewall Tap-Tupelo Tap 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Seminole-Pittsburg 345kV (CSWS-OKGE)
TEMP71_24753 Knoll-Redline 115kV ftlo Post Rock-Axtell 345kV (MIDW)
TMP414_24617 Shidler-Pawhuska 138kV (CSWS) ftlo Cleveland-Tulsa North 345kV (GRDA-CSWS)
TEMP39_23235 Waverly-Lacygne 345kV (KCPL) ftlo Canadian River-Neosho 345kV (WR)
TMP303_24668* Abbott-Traer 161kV (ALTW) ftlo Wellsburg-Grundy 69kV (WAUE)
NEORIVNEOBLC* Neosho-Riverton 161kv (EDE-WR) ftlo Neosho-Blackberry 345kV (WR-AECI)
TMP445_24666* Fort Calhoun-Raun 345kV (OPPD-MEC) ftlo Petersburg-Petersburg North 115kV (NPPD)
TEMP98_24116* Fort Randall-Sioux City 230kV ftlo Fort Randall-Utica Junction 230kV (WAUE)
RAUTEKRAUFTC* Raun-Tekamah 161kV (MEC-OPPD) ftlo Raun-Fort Calhoun 345kV (MEC-OPPD)
* SPP market-to-market flowgate

During the spring season, the most congested flowgate was found in north-central Oklahoma
— TMP175_24736 (Braman-Newkirk Tap 69kV for the loss of Hunter-Woodring 345kV).
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Congestion by shadow price, rolling 12 month
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Figure 5—2

Congestion and transmission congestion rights market

Day-ahead average shadow price
Day-ahead percent intervals congested

TMP175_24736 Braman-Newkirk Tap 69kV ftlo Hunter-Woodring 345kV (OKGE)
TMP109_22593* Stonewall Tap-Tupelo Tap 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Seminole-Pittsburg 345kV (CSWS-OKGE)
TMP270_23432 Cleveland-Cleveland AECI 138kV (GRDA-AECI) ftlo Cleveland-Tulsa North 345kV (GRDA-CSWS)
TMP127_23359 Scotsbluff-Victory Hill 115kV (NPPD) ftlo Stegall Xfmr 345kV/1 (WAUE)
VINHAYPOSKNO Vine Tap-North Hays 115kV ftlo Post Rock-Knoll 230kV (MIDW)
TMP421_24095 Cimarron Xfmr 345/138kV (OKGE) ftlo Cimarron Xfmr 345/138kV (OKGE)
TEMP72_22893 Wolf Creek Xfmr 345kV/1 ftlo Wolf Creek-Waverly 345kV (WR)
FRAMIDCANCED Franklin-Midwest 138kV (OKGE-WFEC) ftlo Cedar Lane-Canadian 138kV (OKGE)
TMP159_24149 Russett Sw-Brown 138kV (WFEC) ftlo Little City-Brown Tap 138kV (OKGE)
TEMP71_24753 Knoll-Redline 115kV ftlo Post Rock-Axtell 345kV (MIDW)

* SPP market-to-market flowgate

Consistent with the spring season, the most congested flowgate over the past 12 months has
been TMP175_24736. The Vine Tap-North Hays 115kV flowgate (VINHAYPOSKNO) has been
highly congested up through November 2018, but an upgrade was energized in this area in
early December. Vine Tap-North Hays 115kV continues to be the fifth most congested
flowgate over the past 12 months, but no longer appears in the seasonal list of most
congested flowgates.
One way to analyze transmission congestion is to study the total incidence of intervals in
which a flowgate was either breached or binding. A breached condition is one in which the
load on the flowgate exceeds the effective limit. A binding flowgate is one in which flow over
the element has reached but not exceeded its effective limit.
The figures below show the percent of intervals by month that had at least one breach, had
only binding flowgates (but no breaches), or had no flowgates that were breached or binding
(uncongested) in both the day-ahead (Figure 5—3) and real-time (Figure 5—4) markets.
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Figure 5—3

Congestion and transmission congestion rights market

Congestion by interval, day-ahead
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Typically, in the day-ahead market over 99 percent of all intervals have only binding
constraints, with uncongested intervals and intervals with a breach making up just a fraction
of all intervals.
Figure 5—4

Congestion by interval, real-time
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Overall, real-time market congestion for spring 2019 in terms of intervals with breached
flowgates was nearly double the level in spring 2018, but similar to the level in spring 2017.
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5.2 TRANSMISSION CONGESTION RIGHTS MARKET
The transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net payments paid to entities in
the SPP are shown in Figure 5—5.
Figure 5—5

Total congestion payments, spring

(in $ millions)

Load-serving entities

Non-load-serving and financial only entities

2017 Spring

2018 Spring

2019 Spring

2017 Spring

2018 Spring

2019 Spring

DA congestion

132.9

105.6

132.3

16.5

17.4

31.1

RT congestion

(42.8)

(29.6)

(57.1)

15.9

5.7

10.6

Net congestion

90.0

75.9

75.2

32.4

23.2

41.7

TCR charges

20.5

58.5

83.9

25.9

39.0

46.5

TCR payments

(86.0)

(76.3)

(110.5)

(67.3)

(52.6)

(72.4)

TCR uplift

4.3

7.0

11.4

3.9

5.9

11.2

TCR surplus *

(2.2)

(2.7)

(1.7)

(2.0)

(2.2)

(1.4)

ARR payments

(16.1)

(48.6)

(90.6)

(1.4)

(4.3)

(6.2)

ARR surplus

(27.0)

(41.3)

(31.1)

(2.0)

(3.1)

(2.5)

Net TCR/ARR

(106.4)

(103.5)

(138.7)

(42.7)

(17.5)

(24.7)

* remaining at period end

During spring 2019, load-serving entities earned $139 million in congestion payments.
These payments exceeded their day-ahead congestion cost of $132 million. Real-time
congestion costs aided load-serving entities, reducing the total congestion cost to $75
million. When compared to spring 2018, the 2019 surplus between congestion payments
and total congestion costs increased by 130 percent, from $28 million to $64 million.
The surplus between the congestion payments and the day-ahead congestion cost shows
that overall, for the quarter, load-serving entities fully covered their congestion cost through
the congestion hedging market. Moreover, day-ahead congestion costs for load-serving
entities increased 25 percent when compared to spring 2018.
Additionally, non-load-serving and financial-only entities collected congestion payments of
$25 million. These payments did not exceed their $31 million in day-ahead congestion costs.
Real-time congestion costs did not aid non-load-serving and financial-only entities, increasing
their total congestion cost to $42 million. This shows that overall, non-load-serving, and
financial-only entities did not cover their congestion cost through the transmission
congestion right market.
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Figure 5—6
(in $ millions)

Congestion and transmission congestion rights market

Total congestion payments, TCR year
Load-serving entities

Non-load-serving and financial only entities

2016 TCR Year 2017 TCR Year 2018 TCR Year 2016 TCR Year 2017 TCR Year 2018 TCR Year

DA congestion

388.5

417.0

424.3

114.8

178.8

167.6

RT congestion

(21.7)

(16.4)

(63.3)

(67.9)

(114.0)

(64.5)

Net congestion

366.8

400.6

361.0

46.8

64.8

103.2

53.5

191.1

269.5

84.2

159.9

172.2

(289.8)

(349.5)

(374.7)

(244.9)

(286.4)

(262.3)

TCR uplift

22.4

29.6

31.2

21.7

34.8

33.2

TCR surplus *

(6.1)

(6.7)

(5.5)

(6.0)

(7.6)

(5.7)

ARR payments

(67.8)

(205.0)

(313.1)

(5.8)

(16.8)

(19.8)

ARR surplus

(59.7)

(119.1)

(100.5)

(4.4)

(9.2)

(8.3)

Net TCR/ARR

(347.6)

(459.6)

(493.1)

(155.1)

(125.4)

(90.7)

TCR charges
TCR payments

During the 2018 TCR Year, load-serving entities earned $493 million in congestion payments.
These payments exceeded their day-ahead congestion cost of $424 million. Real-time
congestion costs aided load-serving entities, reducing the total congestion cost to $361
million. When compared to TCR year 2017, the 2018 surplus between congestion payments
and total congestion costs increased 124 percent, from $59 million to $132 million.
The surplus between the congestion payments and the day-ahead congestion cost shows
that overall, for the TCR Year, load-serving entities fully covered their congestion cost
through the congestion hedging market. Moreover, day-ahead congestion costs for loadserving entities increased two percent when compared to TCR Year 2017.
Additionally, non-load-serving and financial-only entities collected congestion payments of
$91 million. These payments did not exceed their $168 million in day-ahead congestion
costs. Real-time congestion costs aided non-load-serving and financial-only entities,
decreasing their total congestion cost to $103 million. This shows that overall, non-loadserving, and financial-only entities did not cover their congestion cost through the
transmission congestion right market.
Figure 5—7 shows, by market participant,8 the day-ahead congestion exposure along with the
value of all congestion hedges, as well as the net overall position.

8

Figure 5-7 through Figure 5-10 reference market participants who hold ARR entitlements.
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Figure 5—7

Congestion and transmission congestion rights market

Net congestion revenue by market participant, spring
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Figure 5—7 highlights that 55 percent of participants received positive net revenues, while 45
percent of participants held hedges that did not cover their day-ahead congestion costs. The
bottom five participants collectively paid $12 million more in congestion costs than was offset
by their auction revenue right and transmission congestion right positions.
Figure 5—8

Net congestion revenue by market participant, TCR year
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Figure 5—78 highlights that 72 percent of participants received positive net revenues, while
28 percent of participants held hedges that did not cover their day-ahead congestion costs.
The bottom five participants collectively paid $37 million more in congestion costs than was
offset by their auction revenue right and transmission congestion right positions.
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Error! Reference source not found. shows, by market participant, the day-ahead and real-time
congestion exposure along with the value of all congestion hedges, as well as the net overall
position.
Figure 5—9

Net congestion revenue by market participant, spring
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Error! Reference source not found. highlights that 64 percent of participants received
positive net revenues, while 36 percent of participants held hedges that did not cover their
total congestion costs. The bottom five participants collectively paid $14 million more in
congestion costs than was offset by their auction revenue right and transmission congestion
right positions.
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Figure 5—10 Net congestion revenue by market participant, TCR year
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Error! Reference source not found.10 highlights that seventy-seven percent of participants
received positive net revenues, while twenty-three percent of participants held hedges that
did not cover their total congestion costs. The bottom five participants collectively paid $33
million more in congestion costs than was offset by their auction revenue right and
transmission congestion right positions.
Figure 5—11 Transmission congestion right funding, monthly
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Figure 5—1111 above shows transmission congestion right funding, day-ahead revenue, net
surplus/shortfall, and transmission congestion right funding percent. Transmission
congestion right funding levels fell within the target range9 in two of the quarter’s months.
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Figure 5—12 Transmission congestion right funding, TCR year and spring quarter
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Figure 5—1112 above shows transmission congestion right funding, day-ahead revenue, net
surplus/shortfall, and transmission congestion right funding percent.
The 2018 TCR year cumulative funding of 93 percent declined slightly from 94 percent in the
2017 TCR year. Furthermore, the 2018 TCR year funding deficit increased nearly $5 million
against the 2017 TCR year and stands in excess of negative $45 million.
The spring 2019 funding of 89 percent declined from 95 percent in spring 2018.
Furthermore, the spring 2019 funding deficit more than tripled from spring 2018 levels and
stands near negative $20 million for the quarter.
Daily observations of transmission congestion right funding for the 2017, 2018, and 2019
spring periods are shown in Figure 5—13.

9

Target range is implied in the Protocols section 5.3.3. “In the event the cumulative funding is at or
below 90% or above 100%, MWG may approve an additional adjustment…”
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Figure 5—13 Transmission congestion right funding, spring
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Most daily observations of transmission congestion right funding fell between 80 percent and
120 percent over the 2019 spring quarter.10 However, the funding distributions have shifted
noticeably toward lower percentages when compared to the previous two spring quarters. In
spring 2019, 20 percent of the funding events for the quarter fell between 45 percent and 79
percent funded.

10

Seventy-three percent of the spring 2019 funding observations fell within this range.
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Figure 5—14 Transmission congestion right funding, TCR Year
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Most daily observations of transmission congestion right funding fell between 80 percent and
120 percent over the 2018 TCR year.11 However, the funding distributions have shifted
noticeably toward lower and higher percentages when compared to the previous two TCR
years. In TCR year 2018, thirteen percent of the funding events fell between 45 percent and
79 percent funded and eight percent of the funding events exceeded 120 percent.12
Figure 5—15 shows transmission congestion right revenue, auction revenue right funding, net
surplus, and auction revenue right funding percent.

11
12

Seventy-seven percent of the 2018 TCR year funding observations fell within this range.
Three percent of the 2018 TCR year funding events exceeded 155 percent.
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Figure 5—15 Auction revenue right funding, monthly
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Auction revenue right funding percentages remained stable over the spring 2019 quarter,
but decreased when compared to the related period in 2018.
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Figure 5—16 Auction revenue right funding, TCR year and spring quarter
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The 2019 TCR year funding percentage decreased from 158 percent to 133 percent. The
related surplus dollars also decreased from $129 million to $109 million. Additionally, the
spring 2019 quarterly funding percentage decreased from 184 percent to 135 percent. The
related quarterly surplus dollars also decreased from $44 million to $34 million.
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6.

Special issues

SPECIAL ISSUES

The variability in congestion hedging profits and losses13 has been significant, especially
among market participants who hold transmission service entitlements.14 To investigate
these outcomes, the market monitor has studied the sources of day-ahead market
congestion15 in conjunction with the associated congestion hedging settlements over the last
three transmission congestion right years.16 The study has led to four main conclusions:


Congestion hedging profitability has been influenced more by congestion than by
congestion hedging revenues;



The congestion associated with injection activities materially exceeded the congestion
associated with withdrawal activities;



The largest portion of the congestion cost borne by market participants sources from
the self-commitment of generation; and



Significant portions of the congestion cost source from bilateral settlement schedules,
which may be subject to outside of the market compensation.

Congestion hedging profitability has been influenced more by congestion than by
congestion hedging revenues.
Figure 6—1 displays market participant17 profits and losses.

13

Congestion hedging profits and losses (referenced as profits and losses throughout) are calculated
as auction revenue right and transmission congestion right settlements net of day-ahead congestion.
14
Transmission service entitlement holders have access to the auction revenue rights process and are
generally participants with load obligations and those who reserve transmission service.
15
Day-ahead congestion is referred to as congestion throughout this report.
16
A transmission congestion right year spans from June through the following May.
17
Figures presented throughout section six include only those participants who received the auction
revenue right closeout. Market participants who receive the auction revenue right closeout have
auction revenue right nomination caps, which source from transmission service reservations.
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Figure 6—1

Special issues

Congestion hedging settlements net of day-ahead congestion

While, the results have varied from year-to-year, participants experience fluctuations in the
magnitude and, in some cases, the direction of profitability. A few of the profitability
outcomes vary quite substantially year-over-year.
In Figure 6—2, we independently rank18 each participant’s profit, revenue, and cost. A lower
rank reflects a more desirable outcome and, as such, is preferred to a higher rank.

18

Revenue, cost, and profit were ranked monthly over the study period; the average of the monthly
ranks is presented in Figure 6—2.
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Figure 6—2

Special issues

Revenue, cost, and profit rankings by market participant

The settlement of congestion hedging products (revenue) and day-ahead congestion (cost)
are the drivers of congestion hedging profits and losses. Of interest is the relationship
between profit (purple line) and cost (blue dot) compared to the relationship between profit
and revenue (green dot). The general takeaway is the more advantageous a participant’s
congestion position, the more likely a participant was to experience profits, and conversely
the more disadvantageous the congestion position, the more likely a participant was to
experience losses. More specifically, for this subgroup of participants, the correlation
between profits and congestion was more than five times larger than the correlation between
profits and revenues.19
The congestion associated with injection activities materially exceeds the congestion
associated with withdrawal activities.
Because of the significant relationship between profitability and congestion, we have studied
the sources of congestion in depth. As the market monitor has stated in previous reports,
congestion can be defined as the difference between what loads pay and what generators
are paid.20 Additionally, congestion can stem from both injection and withdrawal activities

19

The correlation between the profit rank and congestion rank was 0.56 and the correlation between
the profit rank and revenue rank was 0.10.
20
See 2018 Annual State of the Market Report, Section 5.2.
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Special issues

and those activities can result in congestion exposure, which may be a benefit, a liability, or
both – in either case.
Figure 6—3 separates the broad categories of injection and withdrawal into eight market
actions participants’ regularly undertake.

Figure 6—3

Sources of congestion classified by market action

Day-ahead congestion by category

Injection

Generation

X

Import transaction

X

Bilateral settlement schedule (generation)

X

Virtual generation

X

Withdrawal

Load

X

Export transaction

X

Bilateral settlement schedule (load)

X

Virtual load

X

These congestion categories can be presented by market action on a net or gross basis.
Figure 6—4 displays the net figures, which as expected, attribute the majority of the
congestion to generation and load.
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Figure 6—4

Special issues

Sources of congestion classified by market action, net

However, when these same figures are presented by net injection and withdrawal category
(see Figure 6—5), the congestion associated with injection activities exceeds the congestion
associated with withdrawal activities by many fold.
Figure 6—5

Sources of congestion classified by injection and withdrawal activity, net

Furthermore, the vast majority of the congestion associated with injection activities relates to
generation as opposed to imports, bilateral settlement schedules, or virtual transactions as
shown in Figure 6—6.
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Figure 6—6

Special issues

Sources of injection congestion classified by market action
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The largest portion of the congestion cost borne by market participants’ sources is from the
self-commitment of generation.
It is important to recognize the congestion cost associated with injection activities, especially
generation, is felt differently by participants than the congestion associated with withdrawal,
especially load activities. In the former case, participants choose to sell goods; in the latter
case, they must purchase goods. However, from the perspective of calculating and
presenting congestion hedging profits and losses, both injection and withdrawal congestion
are classified, equally, as costs.
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Figure 6—7

Special issues

Generation congestion: market and reliability vs. self-commitment

Injection related congestion, of which physical generation is by far the largest component,21
in that nearly 75 percent of that congestion sources directly from the self-commitment22,23 of
resources. By self-committing their resources, market participants are choosing to incur this
cost in spite of the associated congestion exposure. The reasons for this are not entirely
clear.

21

See Figure 6-6, Sources of injection congestion classified by market action.
Integrated Marketplace Protocols, Section 4.2.2.2.1, Commitment Status.
23
Integrated Marketplace Protocols, Section 4.5.8.12, Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount. DayAhead Commitment Status Hourly Flag.
22
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Figure 6—8

Special issues

Generation congestion, self-commitment by fuel type

Over the study period, more than half of the congestion associated with self-committed
physical generation is sourced from coal resources. Wind and nuclear resources each
accounted for roughly 20 percent of this congestion. Hydroelectric generation contributed
slightly less than 10 percent, while natural gas combined with all other fuel types amounted
to less than two percent.
Other large portions of the congestion cost source from bilateral settlement schedules,
which may be subject to outside of the market compensation.
Figure 6—9 displays the sources of withdrawal related congestion, of which the largest
portion relates to bilateral settlement schedules.
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Figure 6—9

Special issues

Sources of withdrawal congestion classified by market action

The terms of each bilateral agreement can vary, and may include provisions for congestion
compensation. Compensation of this type is outside of the market. Where these types of
contract provisions exist, profitability figures may not reflect economic reality.
The market actions displayed in Figure 6—10 are identical to those outlined in Figure 6—3
except congestion sourcing from physical generation is further classified by commitment
type.24

24

The “non-self” classification includes market and reliability commitments.
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Special issues

Figure 6—10 Market participant congestion by market action, cumulative

The important takeaway is that each participant’s portfolio of market actions differs from
other participants, and in some cases differs quite materially. When combined with the
settlement of congestion hedging products these differences in market activity (and by
extension, sources of congestion), can lead to identical profits and/or profit margins, which
may reflect dissimilar economic circumstances.
Conclusion
Over the study period, participant profits and losses were influenced more by congestion
than by the settlement of congestion hedging products. Given the significance of the
relationship between congestion and profitability, congestion was studied in-depth and
quantified by market action. Over the course of the study, we found the congestion
associated with injection market actions exceeded the congestion associated with withdrawal
market actions. We also showed the largest portion of congestion sourced from physical
generation, which was also self-committed. In addition, other substantial congestion costs
sourced from bilateral settlement schedules. The congestion sourcing from the selfcommitment of generation and bilateral settlement schedules amounted to two-thirds of the
total day-ahead congestion faced by these participants. To that end, the market monitor will
continue to develop and expand its research and reporting in this area.
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The data and analysis provided in this report are for informational purposes only and shall not be considered or relied upon as
market advice or market settlement data. All analysis and opinions contained in this report are solely those of the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit (MMU), the independent market monitor for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP). The MMU and SPP make no
representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy or adequacy of the information
contained herein. The MMU and SPP shall have no liability to recipients of this information or third parties for the consequences
that may arise from errors or discrepancies in this information, for recipients’ or third parties’ reliance upon such information, or
for any claim, loss, or damage of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of or in connection with:
i.
the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known or disclosed to the authors;
ii.
any error or discrepancy in this information;
iii.
the use of this information, and;
iv.
any loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from any of the foregoing.
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